Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 9-8-21

- The Ireland Performance Report is out. You can find it on the Wiki [here](https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=69173332).
- TAF tests for alternate configurations is ongoing.
- Applications WG has completed Pipeline per Topic work, including documentation.
- There is an issue with the Camera Device Service (Ireland). The device service is working to resolve this issue.
- App services team is testing Apine 3.14 on app-service-configure (smoke test). If this is successful, we’ll update throughout the services. The upgrade to Alpine 3.14 from 3.12 will remove a number of security vulnerabilities and 3.12 is going to enter end of life in May 2022.
- LF has indicated that LFX code scanning is going to have a facelift soon. We are awaiting details in order to reassess.
- Charlie Wu from Advantech will present in the next Adopter series on Sept 14 at 8am PDT. Registration available through the website.
- ADR on V2 Client (#525) is the one ADR being worked heavily at this time. Looking to close this out sometime shortly.
- There is an open vote for the EdgeX Challenge 2022 (English virtual hackathon). Approval vote from the TSC is sought.
- A new LTS Policy has been written and an approving vote by the TSC is sought. Members can find the new policy [here](https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=69173332).
- Ireland documentation is almost done with exception of some examples, the CLI doc (waiting on CLI V2) and a few areas in device services (to be discussed in the device service working group). Those that don’t get done in the next week will be annotated that they have not been updated until Jakarta.